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Abstract
The methods of minimization or maximization of lift, drag and pitching moment are extended to multiple coupled control 
surfaces with polynomial dependence of any degree on the control surface deflections. This serves as an introduction 
to the problem of minimization of cruise drag with pitch trim and unchanged lift, i.e. same airspeed and altitude, that is 
considered for a flying-wing configuration, using ten distinct strategies. Among the first four non-optimal strategies, only 
strategy II of using the centerbody elevator alone leads to drag reduction, albeit with a large deflection and increased 
angle-of-attack. There is drag increase for the strategies: (I) of equal deflection of all control surfaces; (III) preferential 
deflection of inner control surfaces with an aeroelastic limit of 7.5º; (VI) equal contribution to lift for all control surfaces. 
The two optimal strategies using Lagrange multipliers after a few interactions give: (strategy IV) a drag reduction for a 
good initial condition like strategy II; (strategy V) a drag increase for a poor initial condition like strategy I. A sub-optimal 
strategy VII of using multiples of optimal deflections, with a multiplication factor determined by lift equilibrium, does 
not change the angle-of-attack, and thereby increases drag; a drag decrease can be obtained (strategy VIII) freeing the 
constraint on angle-of-attack. The strategy IX of deflecting all control surfaces in two groups to minimize trim drag, leads 
to a larger angle-of-attack, and thereby increases drag. The strategy X of using the two most effective control surfaces 
with opposite drag slopes gives the best compromise: (i) Lift balance with unchanged angle-of-attack; (ii) Second best 
drag reduction with small control surfaces deflections. The small control surfaces deflections justify the use of linear 
aerodynamics and reduce the risk of adverse aeroelastic effects. 
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Check for
updates

Nomenclature
c : Mean Aerodynamic Chord 

iDC : Dimensionless drag coefficient of the control sur-
face i

iDC ′ : Derivative of the drag coefficient of the control sur-
face i

Di
C′ : Derivative of the drag coefficient with regard to the 

deflection of the control surface i

iMC ′ : Derivative of the drag coefficient

iMC  : Pitch control coefficient of the control surface i

Mi
C′ : Derivative pitch control coefficient with regard to 

the deflection of the control surface i
D : Trim drag

iL : Moment arm of the control surface i

il : Given c.g. position of the control surface i

M : Pitching moment

q : Dynamic pressure

V : Airspeed 

iS : Area of the control surface i

0S : Total control surface area

S: Wing area
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α: Angle of attack 

α0: Cruise angle of attack

iδ : Deflection of the control surface i

iδ : Optimal deflection of the control surface i

λ : Lagrange multiplier

ρ : Mass density of atmospheric air

Abbreviations 
AOA: Angle of Attack

BWB: Blended Wing Body

c.g.: Center of Gravity 

FW: Flying-Wing 

Ma: Mach Number 

Introduction 
The minimization of cruise drag is an instance of the general problem of maximization or minimization control forces and 

moments (6), that is simpler assuming: (i) Decoupled control surfaces such that the deflection of one does not affect the others; 
(ii) Forces and moments specified by quadratic functions of the deflections of control surfaces that are sufficient to specify base 
values for equilibrium, first-order derivatives for stability and second-order derivatives for optimization. The maximization or 
minimization of control forces and moments can be extended to (i) Interacting control surfaces, such that the deflection of 
one affects the others (6.1); (ii) Forces and moments specified by polynomials of any degree of the deflection angles of control 
surfaces, for higher accuracy. The (i) Coupled and (ii) High-order controls (6.3) Increase the data needed to fully address (6.4) 
The performance, stability and optimization problems.

The main aim of the paper in (7-10) to compare ten pitch trim strategies for cruise drag minimization that is most relevant 
to reduce fuel consumption, emissions, and operational costs [1-13]. The case of a blended-wing body (BWB) configuration 
[14-26] is used to compare eight pitch trim strategies for cruise drag minimization: (i)  The four simplest non-optimal pitch trim 
strategies, which give a first feeling for the flight physics of the problem (7); (ii) The preceding can serve as initial condition 
for the two optimal pitch trim strategies, which are recursive and inevitably more complex (8); (iii) The preceding suggest four 
further pitch trim strategies which, although sub-optimal, may prove quite effective and relatively simple (9-10). 

The comparison of the ten pitch trim strategies (11) was initially motivated by (i) Reduction of cruise drag, but raises other 
relevant and related issues, e.g.: (ii) If unchanged lift is required, to keep the same airspeed and altitude as for the untrimmed 
flight condition, can this be achieved with the same untrimmed angle-of-attack (AOA)  or is a higher value needed?; (iii) The 
largest control surface deflections required are sufficiently small to avoid concerns about adverse aeroelastic [27-31] or aero-
dynamic [32-57] effects, e.g. loss of control effectiveness [58-65] or control inversion, and shock wave formation and boundary 
layer separation?; (iv) The AOA of the aircraft and deflections of all control surfaces are within the range where linear or weakly 
non-linear methods can be applied with confidence? It should be borne in mind that there are many approaches to drag re-
duction [66,67], and the optimization of control surface deflections is just one of them. The comparison of the ten pitch trim 
strategies according to these criteria shows that the most complex or demanding is not necessary the best; it is possible to find 
a relatively simple strategy X, which achieves pitch trim drag reduction relative to the untrimmed flight condition, while also 
keeping the low untrimmed AOA and using moderate deflections of only the two most effective control surfaces (10).

Minimization or Maximization of Control Forces and Moments 
Considering an aircraft with multiple control surfaces, the choice of deflections which maximize and minimize any force or 

moment is considered without making the assumptions that: (a) The controls are independent or decoupled; (b) The control 
forces and moments are specified by quadratic functions of the deflections. Using these assumptions (a,b) leads [68] to the sim-
plest application of the method to find the extrema (maxima and minima) of the control forces and moments, whether they lie 
inside the interval of possible deflections or at the limit deflections. The methods presented next extend earlier results [68] and 
apply (6) to the case of coupled or interdependent controls (6.1) and to the case of control forces and moments specified by a 
polynomial or arbitrary degree of the deflections (6.2), thus removing one at a time of the two restrictions (a) and (b) above; 
both restrictions can be removed simultaneously in the general case of coupled controls specified by high-order polynomials 
(6.3), which requires more aerodynamic data (6.4). The forces and moments along the three axis are denoted (1b) by Cα  with 
the index α  running (1a) from one to six:

{ }1,2,...,6 :           , , , , ,C X Y Z L M Nαα = = ;                             (1a,b)
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the index i numbers the N control surfaces:

{ }1,..., 5 :  body flap,inner flap,middle flap,outer flap,rudderi N i= = = .                           (2a,b)

Effect of mutual interaction between controls  
In the case of interdependent or coupled controls, the force and moment on one surface are affected at most by the de-

flections of all others: 

0
1 , 1

N N

i i ij j ijk j k
i j k

C C a bα α α αδ δ δ
= =

= + +∑ ∑ ,                                        (3)

Assuming still a polynomial of second degree: (i) The static values are unchanged; (ii) The slopes are specified by a matrix 
(4a) indicating the effect of the deflection of control surface jδ  on the forces and moments on control surface iCα :

2

;    2i i
ij ijk

j j k

C Ca bα α
α αδ δ δ

∂ ∂
= =

∂ ∂ ∂
;                               (4a,b)

(iii) The curvatures (4b) involve a multiplicity with three indices. 

The extremum cannot be found separately for each surface, but only for all together: 

1 , 1 1
0 2

N N N

i j ij ijk k
i i j k

dC dC d a bα α α αδ δ
= = =

 
= = = + 

 
∑ ∑ ∑ ,                                                  (5)

where the multiplicity of slopes (4b) is symmetric in the last two indices (6a) 

2 2

  i i
ijk ikj

j k k j

C Cb b α α
α α δ δ δ δ

∂ ∂
= ⇔ =

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
,                                                        (6a,b)

on account of (6b). The deflections for the extrema are given by (7)

( ) 1

,
, 1

1
2

N

i ij ijk
j k

a bα α αδ
−

=

= − ∑ ,                                                   (7)

where ( ) 1

ijkbα

−
 is the inverse matrix of ijkbα  with regard to jk . The extremum will be a maximum/minimum if the sec-

ond-order differential is positive/negative: 

2
2 2

1 , , 1 , , 1

0 minimum,
2

0 maximum;

N N N
i

i i j ijk j k
i i j k i j ki j

Cd C d C d d b d dα
α α αδ δ δ δ

δ δ= = =

  >∂
= = =    <∂ ∂  

∑ ∑ ∑                           (8a,b)

this is equivalent to the matrix ijkbα  being positive/negative definite in ( ),j k  for every i , i.e. having all eigenvalues real 
and positive (negative): 

is positive-definite implies  is local minimum, 
is negative-definite implies  is local maximum. 

i
ijk

i

bα

δ
δ


= 


                             (9a,b)

If these conditions [(9a) or (9b)] are not all met for some ( ),i α  or the values (7) lie outside the range of possible deflec-
tions, the maximum/minimum occur at the extreme deflections. The case of coupled controls (3) reduces to independent 
controls when for each α  the matrix ijaα  and multiplicity ijkbα  are replaced by two vectors ( ),i ia bα α .

Controls specified by polynomials of high-degree
Next the assumption of decoupled controls is retained, but the control forces and moments are allowed to be polynomials 

of any degree M: 

( )( )

1

M
mm

i i i
m

C Aα α δ
=

= ∑ ,                                           (10)

where: (i) The static values (11a), slopes (11b) and curvatures (11c) are retained: 

( )
2

(0) (1) (2) ( )
0 20 , , 2 2 , ! ,

m
mi i i

i i i i i i i m
i i i

dC d C d CA C C A a A b m A
d d d

α α α
α α α α α α α αδ δ δ

≡ ≡ = ≡ = ≡ ≡                     (11a-d)
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and derivatives of order m up to M are added. The extremum can be obtained independently for each decoupled surface. 
The total extremum is the sum of partial extrema. Thus only partial extrema need to be considered. The extremum corresponds 
to the vanishing of the derivative of a polynomial: 

( ) 1( )

1
0

M mmi
i i

mi

dC A m
d

α
α δ

δ
−

=

= = ∑ .                                          (12)

In the case of second-degree there would be only one root, whereas in the case of degree M there are M-1 roots. Of these 
roots, those with positive/negative second-order derivative can be local minima/maxima: 

( )( )
2 2( )

2
2

0 implies  is local minimum,
1

0 implies  is local maximum;

M mm ii
i i

mi i

d C A m m
d

α
α

δ
δ

δ δ
−

=

>
= − 

<
∑                            (13a,b)

If there are several local minima/maxima then the lowest/highest is chosen as the overall minimum/maximum. 

It may happen that the second order derivative vanishes and some higher-order derivatives vanish also. Not all derivatives 
up to order M can vanish otherwise the polynomial would reduce to a constant. Suppose that the first derivative which does 
not vanish at iδ  is of order s; if s is odd the iδ  is an inflexion point, not a maximum or a minimum (14a):

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1  is odd implies  is an inflexion-point,
... 0

 is even  implies  is an extremum;         
s s i

i i i i i i
i

s
C C C

sα α α

δ
δ δ δ

δ
− ′ = = = ≠ 


             (14a,b)

If s is even then iδ  is an extremum (14b) and the sign decides if it is a maximum or minimum. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 1 2 0 implies  is local minimum,
... 0

0 implies  is local maximum.
s s i

i i i i i i
i

C C Cα α α

δ
δ δ δ

δ
− >′ = = = ≠ 

<
                           (15a,b)

All local maxima/minima, arising at second-order derivative (13a,b) or at any derivative s of higher even order (15a,b) are 
considered for the overall maximum and minimum:

( ){ } ( ){ }max minsup infi i i i i iC C C Cα α α αδ δ= ≥ = .                                  (16)

If the deflection iδ  lies outside the range of possible deflections then the corresponding extremum is at one of the deflec-
tion limits. The extrema for each decoupled control specify by addition the overall extrema. 

High-order polynomials together with coupled controls
The optimization method applies most simply to decoupled controls specified by second-order polynomials. These two 

restrictions were relaxed to allow either coupled controls (6.1) or high-order polynomials (6.2). Next both constraints are 
removed, so that the controls can be coupled and specified by polynomials of any degree. If the highest degree is M, all poly-
nomials can be written, possibly with some zero coefficients, in the form: 

1 1

1

...
1 , 1 0 ,..., 1

... ...
m m

m

N N M N

i i ij j ijk j k ij j j j
j j k m j j

C A A A Aα α α α αδ δ δ δ δ
= = = =

= + + + =∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ .                                            (17)

where: (i) The static values are unchanged; (ii) The slopes (18a) and curvatures (18b) are as before in the coupled case 
(14a,b).

1

1

2

...,  2 2 ,  !
... m

m

m
i i i

ij ij ijk ijk ij j
j j k j j

C C Ca A b A m Aα α α
α α α α αδ δ δ δ δ

∂ ∂ ∂
= = = = =

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
;           (18a-c)

(iii) The higher-order derivatives (18c) may all be designated by the same letter A and distinguished by the number of in-
dices ( )1,..., mj j  for 0 m M≤ ≤ . 

Due to the coupling the extremum must be sought jointly for all controls together: 

1 1 1

1

...
1 1 1 ,..., 1

0 ...
m m

m

N M N N

i ij j j j j
i m i j j

dC dC m A dα α α δ δ δ
= = = =

= = =∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ;                                      (19)

the roots of (19) specify the extrema. If the second variation is positive/negative the extremum is a minimum/maximum 
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( )
1 1 1 2

1

2 2
...

1 1 1 ,..., 1
1 ...

m m

m

N M N N

i ij j j j j j
i m i j j

d C d C m m A d dα α α δ δ δ δ
= = = =

= = −∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
 

0 implies  is local minimum,
0 implies  is local maximum;

i

i

δ
δ

>


<   
                                                     (20a-c)

this is equivalent to stating that the matrix (21a) is positive/negative definite, i.e. as all eigenvalues real and positive (neg-
ative)

( )
1 2 1 3

1

...
2 1 ,..., 1

1 ...
m m

m

M N N

j j ij j j j
m i j j

X m m Aα δ δ
= = =

= −∑ ∑ ∑

positive-definite implies local minimum,
negative-definite implies local maximum.





                         (21a-c)

The matrix (21a) may not be definite, e.g. it may be indefinite, positive or negative semi-definite, i.e. have eigenvalues with 
opposite signs, or some zero eigenvalues; in this case iδ  is not an extremum. If all eigenvalues of (21a) are zero, then it is nec-
essary to proceed to higher order to know if iδ  is an extremum.  

If the differential (22a) of lowest order which does not vanish is of odd order (22b) then iδ  is an inflexion, not an extremum: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1... 0 :s s
i î i î i îdC d C d C Xα α αδ δ δ−= = = ≠ =       

 is odd implies  is inflexion point,

0 implies  is local minimum,
 is even

0 implies  is local maximum;

i

i

i

s

s

δ

δ
δ




>
 <

 

                                         (22a-d)

If the first non-vanishing differential is of even order then iδ  is an extremum (22c,d) viz. a local minimum/maximum if it is 

always positive/negative. If X does not have a fixed sign then iδ  is not an extremum. If the value iδ  lies outside the range of 

possible deflections then the extremum is at one of the extreme deflections. The set of values iδ  is then used to calculate the 
overall maximum and minimum in (17).

Data points for coupled/uncoupled controls of any order
The number of data points needed 0Q  is lowest (6) for the three forces and moments (total 6), for N decoupled control 

surfaces ( 6 N× ), for second-degree polynomials with 3 coefficients each:

( )0Q 6 3 18N N N= × × = .                           (23)

If the controls remain decoupled but the polynomials are (10) of degree M, the 3 coefficients are replaced by M + 1, and 
the number of data points need is:

( ) ( ) ( )1Q , 6 1 6 1N M N M N M= × × + = + ;                        (24)

this reduces to (23) for M = 2. In the case (3) of a polynomial of degree M = 2 and N coupled controls, there are 6N static 

values, 26N  first-order derivatives and 36N  second-order derivatives; the latter are symmetric (6a), reducing their number 

to ( )26 1 / 2N N +  in:

2 :M =  ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 3
2Q 6 1 / 2 3 2 3N N N N N N N N = + + + = + +  .                             (25)

In the general case (17) of polynomials of degree M and N coupled controls for each force and moment there is one static 

value, 2N  slopes, ( )2 1 / 2N N +  curvatures and 

1,2,... :m =   
( )

( )
( )( ) ( )21 1 ! 1 2 ... 1

! 1 ! !
N m N m N N N N N m

N
m m N m

+ − + − + + + − 
= =  − 

,                      (26a)

coefficients of order m that are symmetric in all indices; the total number of data points is:
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( ) ( ) ( ){ }3
1

1
Q , 6 1 1 / 2 ... ... 1 / ! 6 1

M

m

N m
N M N N N N N N M M N

m=

 + − 
= + + + + + + − = +  

  
∑ .           (26b)

For polynomials of second degree 2M =  the number (27a) of data points (26b) agrees with (25), and it increases for 
polynomials of third degree to (27b): 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )3 2 3

2 3 4

Q ,2 Q ; Q ,3 6 1 1 / 2 1 2 / 6

                                              6 11 6

N N N N N N N N N N

N N N N

 = = + + + + + + 
= + + +

.                  (27a,b)

As can be seen in the Table 1 the number of data points needed increases rapidly with the degree of the polynomial, more 
so in the coupled case. 

The interaction between control surfaces farther apart would be weaker, and could be neglected to reduce the number 
of data points needed. Suppose that there are N control surfaces each interacting only with its neighbors: (i) The first and last 

surfaces have each one neighbor, and thus one coefficient of degree zero, two of degree one ( )1 2,δ δ , three of degree two 

2 2
1 2 1 2, ,δ δ δ δ   , four of degree three ( ) ( ) ( )3 3 32

1 1 2 1 2 2, , ,δ δ δ δ δ δ 
  , and ( )1m +  of degree m ; (ii) The ( )2N −  con-

trol surfaces not at either end have two neighbors, and hence one coefficient of zero degree, three of first degree ( )1 2 3, ,δ δ δ

, six of second degree 2 2 2
1 2 3 1 2 1 3 2 3, , , , ,δ δ δ δ δ δ δ δ δ    and ( )( )1 2 / 2m m+ +  coefficients of degree m ; (iii) These coeffi-

cients add for all degrees from 0 to M , for each of three components of forces and moments: 

2 :N ≥  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )4
0 0

Q , 6 2 1 2 1 2 / 2
M M

m m
N M m N m m

= =

 
= + + − + + 

 
∑ ∑

( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
0

6 1 2 3 2 1 2
M

m
M M N m m

=

= + + + − + +∑ .                                              (28)

This is the number of data points in the case of N control surfaces coupled only to the nearest neighbor, and polynomial of 
degree M. For two control surfaces the number of parameters is: (i) The same for neighboring interaction (28) or all interac-
tions (26b); (ii) Larger than for decoupled controls (24): 

( ) ( )( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

4
0 0

3 1

1
Q 2, 6 1 2 12 1 12

                                            Q 2, 12 1 Q 2,

M M

m m

m
M M M m

m

M M M
= =

+ 
= + + = + =  

 
= > + =

∑ ∑
.                             (29)

For more than two control surfaces (30a), the number of parameters for neighboring interaction (28) is: (i) Larger than (24) 
for decoupled controls (30b): 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )4 1N 3: Q , 1 12 6 2 6 1 Q ,N M M N N M N M ≥ > + + − = + =  ;                        (30a,b)

Table 1: Number of parameters needed for control specification.

Number of control surfaces N = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Polynomial of degree M = 2

Q0(N) - all surfaces decoupled: (23)
18 36 54 72 90 108 126

Q4(N,2) - only neighboring surfaces coupled: (31a) 12 72 132 192 252 312 372

Q2(N) - all surfaces coupled: (25) 18 72 180 360 630 1008 1512

Polynomial of degree

M = 3

Q3(N, 3) - all surfaces decoupled: (24)

24 48 72 96 120 144 168

Q2(N, 3) - only neighboring surfaces coupled: (31b) 24 120 240 360 480 600 720

Q4 (N,3) - all surfaces coupled: (27) 24 168 360 840 1680 3024 5040
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(ii) Smaller than (26b) for all controls coupled (30c,d): 

3:N ≥  ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )4
0 0

2
Q , 6 2 1 2 6 2

2

M M

m m

m
N M N m m N

= =

+ 
< − + + = −  

 
∑ ∑

                  ( )3
0 0

2 1
6 6 Q , .

M M

m m

m N m
N N N M

m m= =

+ + −   
< ≤ <   

   
∑ ∑                             (30c,d)

In the case of polynomials of degree two (31a) and three (31b) the number of parameters for neighboring interaction:

2; 2 :M N= ≥  ( ) ( )4Q ,2 72 60 2 60 48N N N= + − = − ,                    (31a)

3; 2 :M N= ≥  ( ) ( ) ( )4Q ,3 120 120 2 120 1N N N= + − = − ,                   (31b)

is indicated in Table 1 in comparison with decoupled (24) and fully coupled (25,27) controls. The case of each control 
surface interacting only with its neighbor(s) reduces significantly the number of data points needed, and should account for 
control coupling with good accuracy. Since the method applies both to coupled and uncoupled controls, and polynomials of 
any degree, it can be illustrated for the simplest case, for which data is more readily available.  

Initial Condition an Optimal Deflection
Before proceeding to implement optimal pitch trim strategies, it is useful to start with some simple initial pitch trim con-

ditions, for three reasons: (i) They provide a more direct understanding of cruise equilibrium conditions; (ii) They serve as 
a starting point for the iterative optimisation process; (iii) They may suggest sub-optimal and non-optimal strategies which 
are may be simpler but still quite effective. For a given cruise condition, the effect on drag due to pitch trim is compared for 
three simple cases, viz.: (i) Equal deflection of all control surfaces (strategy I in 7.1); (ii) Deflection of elevator alone (strategy II 
corresponding to strategy A in [68]); (iii) Preferential deflection of inner control surfaces with moderate upper limit (strategy 
III in 7.2). The optimal deflection using Lagrange multipliers use two distinct initial conditions: (a) Deflection of elevator alone 
(strategy IV corresponding to strategy B in [68]); (b) Equal deflection of all control surfaces (strategy V in 7.3).

Equal deflection of all trailing edge surfaces
Consider a BWB aircraft configuration at a cruise weight W = 715 t, intermediate between initial and final cruise weights. 

At cruise altitude z = 35 kft the sound speed is 1 295 .mc s−= , and the cruise Mach number 0.85Ma =  corresponds to an 

indicated airspeed 1251 .U Ma sc m −= × = . At the tropopause the mass density is ρ = 0.223 kg m-3, and thus the dynamic 

pressure is 2 3 1 21 7.025 10
2

q U kgm sρ − −= = × . For a reference wing area S = 961.35 m2, this corresponds to a cruise lift 
coefficient:

22 / / 0.10588.LC W SU W qSρ= = =                     (32)

The lift coefficient CL, and also the drag CD and pitching moment CM coefficients, are given in Table 2 for the chosen BWB 
aircraft configuration in a typical cruise condition. Linear interpolation of the values of the lift coefficient between zero α = 0° 
and three degree α = 3° AOA, shows from Table 2 that (25) corresponds to a cruise AOA

α0 = 0.71789°.                                          (33)

Further linear interpolation in the Table 2 shows that this AOA corresponds to a cruise drag coefficient (34a): 

CD = 0.00569, CM = - 0.02441,                          (34a,b)

and pitching moment coefficient (34b). The total dynamic force 
66.7535 10 ,q q S N= = ×  then leads to a cruise drag 

43.8427 10DD C q N= = ×  and pitching moment 65.2699 10MM C q c= = − ×  N m. The cruise lift-to-drag ratio is 

Aerodynamic Coefficient Symbol Angle-of-attack At cruise

α = 0° α = 3° α0 = 0.71789°

Lift CL 0.04411 0.30224 0.10588

Drag CD 0.00423 0.01033 0.00569

Pitching moment CM -0.00819 -0.07596 -0.02441

Table 2: BWB aircraft in mid-cruise conditions.

(z = 35 k ft,   W = 715 t,   Ma = 0.85)
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L/D = CL/CD = 18.6.

There are five sets i = 1,…,5 control surfaces available for pitch control whose areas are indicated in Table 3 together with 
the fraction of wing area Si/S, and fraction of total control surface are Si/S0, where:

5

0
1

.i
i

S S
=

≡ ∑                         (35)

The lift CLi, drag CDi and pitching moment CMi coefficients for each surface i = 1,…,5, and those for all surfaces together i = 0, 
are given in Table 4 for upward or downward deflections of three degrees δi =  3°, at angles of attack α = 0° and α = 3°. From 
these are interpolated the values at cruise AOA α0 = 0.71789° indicated in the same Table 4. The first and second-order deriv-
atives of the aerodynamic coefficients are calculated applying finite differences to the values in Table 4 leading to the results 
in Table 5.  

The preceding tables contain all the data needed to implement various trimming strategies. The pitching moment coeffi-
cient at cruise (34b), must be balanced by the opposite trimming pitching moment, e.g. adopting the strategy I of equal deflec-
tion δI of all trailing-edge control surfaces (36a):

Table 3: Sets of pitch control surfaces.

Figure 1 Name Location Area (cm2) Area fraction to

Wing Total Control

i = 1 Elevator Body 27.9 0.02902 0.21816

2 Outer Elevator Junction 17.2716 0.01797 0.13505

3 Inner flap Inner wing 16.9428 0.001762 0.13248

4 Outer flap Middle wing 47.4051 0.04931 0.37067

5 Aileron Outer wing 18.36938 0.01911 0.14364

I = 0 All Wing+body 127.889 0.13303 1.00000

Table 4: Aerodynamic Coefficients for upward/downward deflections.

Deflected

Surface

Aerodynamic 
Coefficient º3+=iδ º3−=iδ

º0=α º3=α º71789.0=α º0=α 3α = ° º71789.0=α
i = 1 CL1

CD1

CM1

0.01033

0.00396

0.00778

0.26590

0.00845

-0.05860

0.07149

0.00503

-0.00810

0.07780

0.00475

-0.02406

0.34000

0.01265

-0.09423

0.14054

0.00664

-0.04085

i = 2 CL2

CD2

CM2

0.03384

0.00420

-0.00381

0.29079

0.00980

0.07087

0.09533

0.00554

-0.01986

0.50434

0.00429

-0.01255

0.31388

0.01092

-0.08119

0.11645

0.00588

-0.02897

i = 3 CL3

CD3

CM3

0.01600

0.00441

0.00313

0.27080

0.00914

-0.06249

0.07702

0.00554

-0.01250

0.07240

0.00418

-0.01976

0.33707

0.01206

-0.09159

0.13573

0.00607

-0.03695

i = 4 CL4

CD4

CM4

-0.00666

0.00518

0.01599

0.24644

0.00896

-0.04867

0.05390

0.00608

0.00052

0.09662

0.00375

-003357

0.36857

0.01364

-0.11080

0.16169

0.00612

-0.05205

i = 5 CL5

CD5

CM5

0.02980

0.00481

0.00122

0.28626

0.01021

-0.06542

0.09117

0.00610

-0.01473

0.05870

0.00375

-0.01783

0.31943

0.01075

-0.08753

0.12109

0.00542

-0.03451

i = 0 CL0

CD0

CM0

0.15977

0.00625

-0.00746

-0.09578

0.00644

0.05871

0.09862

0.00629

0.00837

0.49675

0.02343

-0.18107

0.19127

0.00473

-0.08014

0.42365

0.01896

-0.15692
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( ) ,º4680.402441.0 0 IiIIMMR CC δδδ ≡=⇒=≡              (36a,b)

then linear interpolation in Table 5 leads to the deflection (36b) indicated in the first column of Table 6. Since the latter 
deflection is small, the use of linear aerodynamics and linear interpolation is justified. The deflection (36b) leads from Table 4 
to a drag coefficient (37a):

( ) 0.00659,   0.00089,DI DO I DI DI DC C C C Cδ≡ = ∆ ≡ − =                    (37a,b)

which exceeds the cruise drag coefficient in Table 1 by 89 drag counts. Thus there is a 15.6% drag increase:

 / 0.156,DI DC C∆ =                           (38)

by adopting the strategy I of pitch trim by equal deflection of all control surfaces. This is a relatively large cruise drag penalty 
to achieve pitch trim, so another alternative is sought.  

Table 5: First and second-order derivatives of aerodynamic coefficients.

Surface Coefficients
XiC′ XiC′′

δi = -1.5° δi = +1.5° δi = 0° δi = 0°

i = 1

CL1

CD1

CM1

-0.01155

-0.000317

0.00548

-0.01146

-0.000220

0.00544

-0.011505

-0.0002685

0.00546

0.0000300

0.0000323

-0.0000133

i = 2 CL2

CD2

CM2

-0.003523

-0.0000633

0.001520

-0.003527

-0.0000500

0.001517

-0.003525

-0.0000565

0.0015185

-0.00000133

0.00000443

-0.00000111

i = 3 CL3

CD3

CM3

-0.00995

-0.000127

0.00418

-0.00962

-0.000050

0.00397

-0.009785

-0.0000885

0.004075

0.000110

0.0000257

-0.0000700

i = 4 CL4

CD4

CM4

-0.00186

-0.000143

0.009213

-0.001732

0.000130

0.00831

-0.001796

-0.00000650

0.0087615

0.000427

0.0000910

-0.000302

i = 5 CL5

CD5

CM5

-0.005070

0.0000900

0.003367

-0.004903

0.000137

0.003227

-0.0049865

0.0001135

0.003297

0.0000557

0.0000156

-0.0000467

i = 0 CL0

CD0

CM0

-0.10682

-0.00552

0.04417

-0.00242

-0.00200

0.01092

-0.05320

-0.00321

0.027545

0.03480

0.00141

-0.01108

Table 6: Initial pitch trim strategies.

Strategy I II III

Principle

Equal Deflection of all 
control surfaces

Deflection of elevator 
only

Preferential deflection of inboard 
surfaces with 7.5° limit

Deflections

δ1 4.4680° 8.9798° 7.5°

δ2 4.4680° 0.0° 7.5°

δ3 4.4680° 0.0° 7.5°

δ4 4.4680° 0.0° 3.510°

δ5 4.4680° 0.0° 0.0°

Trim drag Counts +89 -16 +1

Penalty +15.6% -2.8% +0.2

Total drag 0.00659 0.00553 0.00570
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The strategy I of equal deflections δI of all control surfaces is unlikely to be good, because it does not exploit the differ-
ences between the control surfaces, in their ability to produce pitching moment and reduce drag. It is seen from Table 5, that 
the centerbody elevator has: (i) One of the largest positive pitching moment slopes, hence can trim the aircraft with smaller 
deflections; (ii) Has the largest (in modulus) negative drag slope, so that drag is reduced from small deflections. Thus suggests 
that the preceding strategy I be compared next with the strategies of maximal deflection of the inboard control surfaces. The 
strategy II of deflecting only the innermost trailing-edge control surface, namely the central body elevator was considered as 
strategy A before [68], leading to a large elevator deflection shown in the second column of Table 6. A large elevator deflection 
could have undesirable consequences, e.g. shock wave formation and boundary layer separation, or exciting aeroelastic modes 
and causing earlier onset of buffet. Thus it may be necessary to limit the maximum deflection of all control surfaces to a given 
value, say 7.5º. In this case the elevator deflection is limited, and control surfaces further outboard must be used, in strategy 
III until the required pitching moment is obtained. 

Preferential deflection of inboard surfaces
In the strategy III, the body elevator is limited to say, a seven-and-a-half degree deflection (39a) to avoid aerodynamic, 

aeroelastic or other problems:

δIII1 = 7.5º, CMIII1 = CM1 (δIII1) = 0.01828,        (39a,b)

the resulting pitching moment coefficient (39b) falls short of the required value (36a) by (40):

1 1 0.00560.MIII MR MIIIC C C∆ ≡ − =                      (40)

Thus the strategy III of limiting the deflections to 7.5°, requires more than the elevator for pitch trim, as could be expected 
from the second column of Table 6 showing that the elevator alone would require a 9.0° deflection for pitch trim. The short-fall 
(40) ≡ (41a) in pitch trim would be covered by the outer elevator:

( )
21 2 20.00560  12.055º ,

IIIMIII M IIIC C δ δ= ∆ = = =               (41a,b)

deflecting by (41b), which exceeds the 7.5° limit. Enforcing the latter limit for the outer elevator (43a):

δIII 2 = 7.5°, CMIII2 = CM2 (δIII2) = -0.00400,        (42a,b)

leads to a negative contribution to the pitching moment (42b), so that the shortfall is now higher:

2 1 2 0.00960.M III M III M IIIC C C∆ = ∆ − =                     (43)

This shortfall is not compensated by the inner flap at the maximum allowed deflection:

δIII 3 = 7.5°, CM III 3 = CM 3 (δIII 3) = 0.00536,               (44a,b)

and the remaining shortfall (45a):

0.00424 = ∆ CM III 2 – CM III 3 = ∆ CM III 3 = CM III 4 = C4 (δIII 4),            (45a)

is covered by deflecting the outer flap by (45b):

δIII 4 = 3.5102°; δIII 5 = 0°,                                                     (45b,c)

thus the ailerons need not be deflected. Thus the strategy III of preferential deflection of inboard control surfaces, not 
exceeding the 7.5° limit, leads in the third column of Table 6 to the maximum deflections of the elevators (39a,42a) and inner 
flap (44a), smaller deflection of the middle flap (45b) leaving only the ailerons (45c) unused.

The Table 5 specifies drag coefficients corresponding to these deflections (46a-e):

( ) 2
1 1 7.5º 0.00404 0.000016 7.5 0.00494,D III DC C= = + × =               (46a)

( ) 2
2 2 7.5º 0.00531 0.0000022 7.5 0.00543,D III DC C= = + × =               (46b)

( ) 2
3 3 7.5º 0.00531 0.000013 7.5 0.00604,D III DC C= = + × =                (46c)

( ) ,004615.0º5.344 == DIIID CC                   (46d)

( ) ,00569.0º055 == DIIID CC                   (46e)

where curvature correction was applied, for the first three deflections, which are larger. They are multiplied by the fraction 
of the total control surface area in Table 3, to give the trimmed drag:

5

0
1

 / 0.00570,D III D III i i
i

C C S S
=

= =∑                      (47)
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which leads to a trimmed drag a little higher than the untrimmed drag (48a):

∆ CD III ≡ CD III – CD = 0.00001,      ∆ CD III / CD = 0.0018,                             (48a,b)

corresponding to 1 drag counts or a 0.2% penalty. The three non-optimal cruise pitch trim strategies are compared in Table 
6: (i) The strategy I of equal collective deflection of all trailing-edge control surfaces leads to a 89 counts of drag as penalty; 
(ii) The drag count penalty is reduced to 1 by the strategy III of preferential deflection of inboard control surfaces with a 7.5° 
degree limit; (iii) The most elementary strategy II of elevator deflection alone gives a cruise drag reduction of 16 counts due to 
pitch trim. The result that the classical strategy II is the best so far from the point of view of drag, need not to be general, and 
could be a consequence of the particular aerodynamic data used in the present calculation.

Influence of initial condition for finite iterations
The optimal strategy, after convergence, should lead to the same optimal deflections, for any initial condition. If, however, 

as is always the case in practice, a finite number of iterations is used, the iterated ‘optimal’ deflections will depend on the initial 
condition. The optimal strategy IV with four iterations starting with the non-optimal strategy II of elevator deflection alone cor-
responding to strategy B in [68], is compared next with the optimal strategy V with six iterations starting with the non-optimal 
strategy I of equal control surface deflections (7.1). The former strategy IV was shown in Table 6 in [68], and the latter strategy 
is shown in Table 7, where the calculations were performed with more digits in the first than in the second case. The optimal 

Table 7: Iterations starting from equal deflections.

Surface i = 1 i = 2 i = 3 i = 4 i = 5 mean

Starting 
value

( )0
iδ 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 -

'
MiC 0.00540 0.001514 0.00376 0.007407 0.003087 -

i
DiC -0.000123 -0.0000367 0.000027 0.000403 0.000184 -

( )0
iλ 43.90 41.25 -139.26 -18.38 -16.78 -17.853

First 
iteration

( )1
iδ 12.87 27.23 6.20 0.11 -0.61 -

'
MiC 0.00529 0.001491 0.003641 0.008728 0.003325 -

'
DiC -0.000148 0.0000640 0.0000706 0.0000035 0.0001039 -

( )1
iλ 35.74 23.30 -51.57 -2486.61 -32.00 502.228

Second 
iteration

( )2
iδ 4.25 13.86 -2.45 0.15 -6.19 -

i
DiC 0.00540 0.001505 0.0042465 0.008716 0.003586 -

i
DiC -0.000131 0.00000480 0.000151 0.00000715 0.0000165 -

( )2
iλ 41.22 -313.47 28.12 -1219.02 -336.10

Third 
iteration

( )3
iδ 4.55 -0.04 6.31 0.20 -0.37 -

'
MiC 0.00540 0.001519 0.00363 0.008701 0.003314 -

i
DiC -0.000121 -0.0000563 0.0000735 0.0000117 0.0000108 -

( )3
iλ 44.63 26.98 -49.39 -43.68 -306.85 -205.66
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deflections for the latter strategy V:

( ) ( ) { }6 5 / 2 4.125º ,0.02º ,1.88º ,0.01º , 3.685º ,Vi i iδ δ δ ≡ + = −                    (49)

are smaller than for strategy IV.

The distinct deflection for strategies IV and V, lead to different drag coefficients for the latter, from Table 2, viz.:

( )1 1 4.125º 0.00618,DV DC C≡ =                    (50a)

( )2 2 0.002º 0.00776,DV DC C≡ =                    (50b)

( )3 3 1.68º 0.00768,DV DC C≡ =                    (50c)

( )4 4 0.01º 0.00846,DV DC C≡ =                   (50d)

( )5 5 3.685º 0.00803.DV DC C≡ − =                   (50e)

The corresponding total drag (79a).

0.00770,  0.00201,DV DV DV DC AC C C= ≡ − =              (51a,b)

is 201 drag counts above (51b) the untrimmed value, for a 35.3% cruise drag penalty. From the latter it is clear that the 
‘optimal’ deflections after 4 accurate iterations with a good initial value, give better results than six less accurate iterations 
starting with a worse value. The comparison of drags obtained by the methods I to V could be misleading because they corre-
spond to different lifts, and hence to distinct flight conditions, such as different speed, altitude or both. A valid comparison of 
all strategies requires that pitch trim be achieved with the same lift (8).  

Pitch Trim with Constant Lift 
The three pitch trim strategies I, II and VI are considered with constant lift, thus leading to modification of the strategies: (I) 

Of equal deflection of all trailing edge surfaces (8.1); (II) Of deflection of the centerbody elevator only (8.2); (VI) equipartition 
of the cruise lift contribution from each control surface (8.3).

Effect of pitch trim on lift in cruise
The strategy I of equal deflection of all control surfaces is applied using the following procedure, which finds directly the 

equilibrium of lift, drag and pitching moment in cruise. The lift coefficient depends on AOA α, and for pitch trim strategy I on 
the collective angle of deflection δI for all control surfaces. For a given weight, altitude and airspeed, the lift coefficient cannot 
change, i.e. it takes the value (32); then must hold for small angles:

0.10588 = CL = 0.04411 + α CL α + δI 0δLC ,                       (52)

where the derivatives are calculated at zero angles α = 0° = δI, viz. (47a) from Table 2:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0 0/ 3º 0º / 3º 0.30224 0.04411 / 3º 0.086043,L L L LC C C Cα δα α α
=

 = ∂ ∂ = = − = = − =             (53a)

Fourth 
iteration

( )4
iδ 4.55 1.45 -2.14 0.33 0.34 -

'
MiC 0.00540 0.001517 0.00422 0.008662 0.003281 -

i
DiC 0.000121 -0.0000502 -0.0000649 -0.00000133 0.000119 -

( )4
iλ 44.63 30.22 65.03 6512.78 -27.57 1325.02

Fifth

iteration

( )5
iδ 3.75 0.02 -2.40 0.06 -7.80 -

'
MiC 0.00541 0.0015185 0.00424 0.008743 0.003661 -

i
DiC -0.000147 -0.0000564 -0.000150 -0.000001 -0.0000087 -

( )5
iλ 36.80 26.92 28.27 8743.00 420.80 1851.15

( )6
iδ 4.55 0.02 5.76 -0.04 0.43 -
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0 0

0 0 0 0 0 00/ 3º 3º / 6º 0.15977 0.49675 / 6º 0.056163,L L L LC C C Cδ αδ δ δ
=

 = ∂ ∂ = = + − = − = − = −   (53b)

and (47b) from Table 4. It follows that for constant lift, the AOA α and collective control surface deflection must be related 
by:

δI = 1.5320 αI - 1.0998, αI = 0.65273 δI + 0.71787,         (54a,b)

allowing an infinite choice of one parameter.

In the same small angle approximation, the pitching moment coefficient is given by:

( ) ( ) .0,0,
IMIMMM CCCC δα δαδα ++=                     (55)

At constant lift (54a,b) it depends only on one parameter, e.g. AOA:

( ) ( )0.00819 0.02259 0.028935 1.5320 1.0998 ,M I IC α α α= − − + −                 (56)

where CMα was calculated from Table 2 and CMδ from Table 4. For pitch trim the pitching moment coefficient must be zero, 
leading to the angle of attack (57a):

( ) 0 :     1.8406º ,       1.7200º ,M I I IC α α δ= = =               (57a,b)

and collective control surface deflection (57b). The drag coefficient cannot be accurately predicted by a small angle approx-
imation such as:

( ) ( ), 0,0   ,D D D DC C C Cα δα δ α δ= + +                   (58a)

and thus a different method is used as shown in Table 8: (i) The values of the drag coefficient in Table 4 are interpolated for 
the AOA (57a), for fixed deflections ;º3±=δ  (ii) Then the values in Table 8 are extrapolated for the deflection (57b):

( ) ( ) .00766.0º7200.100
* === DIDDI CCC δ                  (58b)

Thus the strategy I with cruise lift equilibration leads to a drag penalty (59a) or 197 counts, or 34.5% in (59b):
* 0.00197,  / 0.345.DI DI D DI DC C C C C∆ = − = ∆ =              (59a,b)

Since the deflection of control surfaces upwards (51b) decreases lift, the AOA is increased (57a), and hence also the drag, as 
shown on Table 9. In the case of the strategy I of equal deflection of all control surfaces, the condition of cruise lift equilibration 
causes trim drag penalty of 197 drag counts. The opposite will be shown next for the strategy II of elevator deflection only, 
when the cruise lift equilibration condition decreases the pitch trim drag by 18 counts, as shown next.

A direct, non-iterative simultaneous approach
The direct, non-iterative approach to simultaneous determination of AOA and control surface deflection, used for strategy 

I in 7.1, applies also to other strategies, as shown next. For comparison, consider the decrease in cruise drag due to pitch trim 
is calculated next for strategy II of deflection of the centerbody elevator alone. Using (53a) and:  

Table 8: Drag coefficient as function of angle-of-attack and control deflection.

Control

Surface

Body

Elevator

Outer elevator Inner

Flap

Middle

Flap

Aileron All

Drag coefficient CD1 CD2 CD3 CD4 CD5 CDO

αI = 1.8406°

δ = -3° 0.00958 0.00835 0.00901 0.00981 0.00804 0.01198

δ = +3° 0.00671 0.00763 0.00731 0.00750 0.00812 0.00637

αII = 2.0727°

δ = -3° 0.01021 0.00887 0.00962 0.01058 0.00859 0.01051

δ = +3° 0.00706 0.00807 0.00768 0.00779 0.00854 0.00638

αIV = 2.2794°

δ = -3° 0.01268 0.01120 0.01239 0.01406 0.01105 0.00394

δ = +3° 0.00865 0.00993 0.00934 0.00912 0.01044 0.00645

αVI = 3.1267°

δ = -3° 0.01075 0.00933 0.01016 0.01126 0.00891 0.00922

δ = +3° 0.00737 0.00817 0.00800 0.00805 0.00907 0.00639

αVII = 2.1313°

δ = -3° 0.01036 0.00800 0.00978 0.01078 0.00872 0.01014

δ = +3° 0.00715 0.00818 0.00777 0.00787 0.00865 0.00638
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( ) ,011245.0/ 0111 −=∂∂≡ =αδ δLL CC                     (60)

from Table 4, the condition (52) of no lift change is now replaced by:

7.6517 5.4931.II IIδ α= −                      (61)

The larger values in (61) compared to (54a), are due to deflecting only one surface instead of all by the same amount. Using 
the analogue of (55) for pitch trim:

0 ( ) 0.00819 0.02259 0.0053067 (7.6517 5.4931),M II II IIC α α α= = − − + × −                (62)

leads to the AOA (63a):

2.0727 ,  10.367 ,II IIα δ= ° = °                (63a,b)

and elevator deflection (63b), from (61).

The drag is again interpolated from Table 2 to the AOA (63a), for fixed deflection 3IIδ = ± °  as shown in Table 6, leading to:

,00319,0)(1
*

2 == IIDDII CC δ                    (64a)

which is very low because ,0/ <∂∂ IIDIIC δ  leading to a large reduction for large .IIδ  It is not reasonable to assume 
constant slope, i.e. neglect curvature effects, for large IIδ . Thus a curvature correction made to (64a), viz.:

( )* "
2 20.00319 0.00491,DII D IIC C= + =                  (64b)

where "
2DC  = 0.000032 from Table 5. The non-deflected surfaces i = 2, 3, 4, 5 influence drag and thus the total drag is now:

( )* * *
1 1 0 1 0 / 1 / 0.00551.DII DII DIIiC C S S C S S≡ + − =                  (65a)

The strategy II of elevator deflection only, with cruise lift equilibrium, leads to a drag reduction due to pitch trim (65b) of 
18 counts or -3.2% in (65c):

* * *0.00018,  / 0.032.DII DII D DII DC C C C C∆ ≡ − = − ∆ = −                            (65b,c)

After showing the effect of the cruise lift equilibrium condition on the worst (I) and best (II) non-optimal pitch trim strate-
gies, it is worthwhile to consider a non-optimal pitch trim strategy VI, for which cruise lift equilibration is taken as the starting 
point.

Equipartition of cruise lift contributions
A more direct strategy VI, is to conserve the total lift coefficient:

Table 9: Effect of lift equilibrium on pitch trim strategies.

Strategy I II VI

Concept Equal deflection of all control surfaces Deflection of elevator only Equal contribuition to lift 
from each control surface

Cruise lift equilibrium

No Yes No Yes Yes

CL

α

CM (δ = 0º)

0.10588

0.71789°

0.02441

0.10588

1.8406°

0.04971

0.10588

0.71789°

0.02441

0.10588

2.0727°

0.05601

0.10588

2.27940°

0.05968

δ1

δ2

δ3

δ4

δ5

4.46780°

4.46780°

4.46780°

4.46780°

4.46780°

1.7200°

1.7200°

1.7200°

1.7200°

1.7200°

8.7977°

0.0°

0.0°

0.0°

0.0°

10.367°

0.0°

0.0°

0.0°

0.0°

6.6990°

7.6277°

2.7478°

14.971°

5.3920°

CD

ΔCD

ΔCD/CD (%)

0.00659

+89

+15.6

0.00766

+197

+34.5

0.00553

-16

-2.8

0.00551

-18

-3.2

0.01089

+520

+91.4
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5

1
0.10588 0.04411  ' ,L L i Li

i
C C C

α
α δ

=

= = + + ∑                    (66)

taking equal contributions from each control surface:

0.012338 0.2 ' .L Vi LiC Cαα δ= +                       (67)

It follows that the deflections are related to the AOA by:

1 1.0724 1.49575 ,VIδ α= − +                    (68a)

2 3.5001 4.88189 ,VIδ α= − +                    (68b)

3 1.2609 1.7581 ,VIδ α= − +                     (68c)

4 6.86971 9.5817 ,VIδ α= − +                   (68d)

5 2.473 3.45105 ,VIδ α= − +                     (68e)

using (59a) and taking LiC '  at 0=iδ  from Table 5; the pitching moment:
5

'

1

0.00819 0.02259 ,M IV IVi Mi
i

C Cα δ
=

= − − + ∑
      

              (69)

vanishes at the trim conditions:

0 0.00819 0.02259 + 0.00546 (1.49575  -1.072)M IV IVC α α= = − − +

( ) ( )0.0015185 4.8819 3.5001 0.004075 1.7587 1.2609IV IVα α+ − + − +                                   (70)

( ) ( )0.0087615 9.5817 6.8697 0.003297 3.45105 2.4743 ,IV IVα α+ − + −   

where '
MiC  were taken at 0=iδ  from Table 5. The trim condition corresponds to (71a) the AOA:

{ }2.2794º ,  6.6990º ,7.62770º , 2.7478º ,14.971º ,5.3920º ,IV IV iα δ= =            (71a,b)

and the corresponding (68a-e) deflections are (71b).

The drag coefficients are given in Table 8 for the AOA (71a) and two deflections º3±=iδ , based on Table 4; extrapolations 
for the deflections (71b), leads to the drag coefficients:

( ) ( )2"
1 1 1 1 1

10.00529 0.00601,
2DVI D IV D IVC C Cδ δ≡ = + =                 (72a)

( ) ( )2"
2 2 2 2 20.00727 0.00730,DVI D IV D IVC C Cδ δ≡ = + =                 (72b)

( ) ( )2"
3 3 3 3 30.00809 0.00818,DVI D IV D IVC C Cδ δ≡ = + =                 (72c)

( ) ( )2"
4 3 4 4 40.00640 0.01660,DVI D IV D IVC C Cδ δ≡ = + =                (72d)

( ) ( )2"
5 5 5 5 5

10.00913 0.00936,
3DVI D IV D IVC C Cδ δ≡ = + =                (72e)

where the curvature corrections were applied using values from Table 5:

{ }" 0.0000323,  0.00000133,  0.0000257,  0.0000910,  0.0000156 .DiC =                 (73)

The large deflections (71b), lead to relatively large drag coefficients (72a-e) which are weighted by the relative control sur-
face areas in Table 3, to yield the total drag coefficient: 

( )
5

0
1

/ 0.01089;DVI DVI i
i

C C S S
=

= =∑                      (74)

this leads to a trim drag penalty of 520 counts (75a) or 91% in (75b):
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520,  / 0.914.DVI DVI D DVI DC C C C C∆ ≡ − = ∆ =              (75a,b)

As shown in Table 9 there (75a,b) can be a large difference in trim drag according to pitch trim strategy, suggesting that 
optimal deflections to minimize cruise drag should be considered.

Sub-Optimal and Simplified Trim Strategies
The double iteration loops needed to make optimal deflections (8.1-8.2) compatible with cruise lift equilibrium (8.3), can 

be avoided by sub-optimal strategies. A sub-optimal strategy uses optimal values in a non-optimal way, e.g. in the sub-opti-
mal strategy VII, the optimal deflections (8.1-8.2) are multiplied by a constant, which is specified by the condition of cruise lift 
equilibrium (9.1). The ideas arising from optimal strategies may be used in simplified strategies, which are much more effective 
with less labour, e.g. the strategy of deflecting differently two distinct group of control surfaces, in two ways (strategies VIII 
and IX) as to reduce drag while producing the required pitching moment for each of them (9.2). This idea is further refined an 
strategy X, which deflects not all control surfaces, but only the two most effective in producing pitching moment with drag 
reduction (9.3).

Multiples of deflection and cruise equilibrium
The optimal deflections can be the used in a non-optimal may to specify a simpler sub-optimal strategy VII, which multiplies 

the deflections by a constant k, leading to the condition of constant lift (46) in the form:
5

1
0.10588 0.04411 ;L L i Li

i
C C k Cαα δ

=

= = + + ∑                 (76a)

using (69a) and the second set of optimal deflections (63) leads to: 
5

1
' 0.047728;VIIi Li

i
Cδ

=

= −∑                                    (76b) 

(72a,b) together with (33a) specify the ratio of deflections k in terms of the AOA:

1.8027 1.2942.VIIk α= −                     (76c)

The corresponding pitching moment coefficient (49) is given by:

5
'

1
0.00819 0.02259 ,M VII VIIi Mi

i
C k Cα δ

=

= − − + ∑                  (77a)

where from (83a) and (77):
5

'

1

0.018152;VIIi Mi
i

Cδ
=

=∑                     (77b)

using (83b) the condition of pitch trim is:

0 0.00819 0.02259 0.018152 .M VIIC kα= = − − +                  (77c)

The two conditions of (i) constant lift and (ii) pitch trim are satisfied substituting (76c) in (77c):

( )0.00819 0.02259 0.018152 1.8027 1.294 ,VII VIIα α+ = −                   (78)

which specifies the AOA (89a):

3.1267º ,  4.3424,VII kα = =                 (79a,b)

and coefficient (89b) for the final deflection angles:

{ }17.912º ,  0.0868º ,  8.1637º ,  0.0434º ,  16.002º .VIIi Vikδ δ= = −                 (80)

The drag coefficients are calculated from Table 4 for the AOA (89a) and listed in Table 8 for the deflections δ = ±3°. From 
this Table 8 the drag coefficients can be interpolated for the deflections (90), viz.:

( ) 2
1 1 17.912º 0.00137 0.000016 17.912 0.00376,DVII DC C= = − + × =              (81a)

( )2 2 0.0868º 0.01055,DVII DC C= =                  (81b)

( ) 2
3 3 8.1637º 0.00672 0.000013 8.1637 0.00758,DVII DC C= = + × =               (81c)
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( )4 4 0.0434º 0.01155,DVII DC C= =                    (81d)

( ) 2
5 5 16.002º 0.01237 0.000008 16.002 0.01442;DVII DC C= − = + × =               (81e)

the drag coefficient weighted by the fraction of control surface area in Table 3:
1

0
1

/ 0.00635,DVII DVIIi i
i

C C S S
=

= =∑                     (82)

leads to a 66 counts cruise drag penalty of 66 counts (93a):

0.00066,  / 0.116,DVII DVII D DVII DC C C C C∆ ≡ − = ∆ =              (83a,b)

corresponding to 11.6% more drag (93b). This is shown in Table 10, which has a similar format to Table 9. It is seen from 
Table 10 that the sub-optimal strategy VII, of non-optimal use of optimal deflections from strategy V, improves over strategy 
V, but not over the better initial condition in strategy IV. This result is not surprising, since it has been shown that pitch trim is 
compatible with cruise drag reduction. The optimal strategy IV may not be the best in practice, if parameter limitations prevent 
from reaching the optimum; in the present case the deflections are limited to small values and the aerodynamic coefficients, 
and their first-and second-order derivatives, have a limited range of variation. The best results obtained so far were for a 
simpler non-optimal strategy of elevator deflection only. This result could be due to the linearized aerodynamic data used. In 
general, a simple non-optimal strategy can give good results if it incorporates the lessons learned from optimal strategies, as 
suggested by strategy IV, which is further improved next. 

Deflection direction determined by drag slope
It is seen from Table 10 that for, the best optimal strategy IV and the sub-optimal strategy VII, the inboard and outboard 

control surfaces deflect in opposite directions. This is confirmed from Table 11 which shows that: (i) The aileron is the only 
surface with positive drag slope, meaning that a drag reduction corresponds to a small downward deflection; (ii) Conversely, 
for all the other surfaces, the drag slope is negative, and thus drag reduces for small upward deflections:

5 4 3 2 10 .δ δ δ δ δ δ δ− +≡ < < = = = ≡                     (84)

The strategy VIII deflects downwards by the same amount −δ  all surfaces with positive drag slope and deflects upward by 
the same amount +δ  all surfaces with negative drag slope, so as to reduce the drag for all control surfaces as shown by the 
example (94).

The condition of constant lift (60) for (94) is:
4

' '
5

1
0.06177 ,L L Li

i
C C Cαα δ δ− +

=

= + + ∑                  (85a)

where may be substituted (47a) and (81a), viz.:

0.06177 0.086043 0.0049865 0.042775 .VIIIα δ δ− += − −                 (85b)

The condition (63) of pitch trim is:
4

'
5

1
0 0.00819 0.02259 ' ,M M Mi

i
C C Cα δ δ− +

=

= = − − + + ∑                 (86a)

where (83a) may by substituted:

0.00819 0.02259 0.0032 0.019815 .VIIIα δ δ− ++ = +                 (86b)

If the strategy VIII is adopted of keeping the AOA at the initial untrimmed value 00.71789º ,VIIα α= =  in (26a) then 
deflections satisfy:

0.4934 0.31223 0,VIII VIIIδ δ− ++ =                    (87a)

0.003279 0.019642 0.024407;VIII VIIIδ δ− ++ =                 (87b)

it follows that the deflections:

24.727º 0 2.8825º ,VIII VIIIδ δ− += + < < − =               (88a,b)

are large for the ailerons (88a) and smaller for the other control surfaces (88b), and of opposite sign to what was required 
(84) for low drag. Thus trying to achieve trim at untrimmed AOA (26a), leads to unfavourable control surface deflections, in the 
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Table 10: Optimal, sub-optimal and non-optimal pitch trim strategies.

Strategy IV V VII VIII - IX X

Type Optimal Optimal Sub-Optimal Non-Optimal Non-Optimal

Concept

Optimal deflections to 
minimize drag; initial 
elevator deflection only

Idem; initial equal 
deflections

Multiples 
of optimal 
deflections

Direction of 
deflection opposite 
to drag slope

Selection of most 
effective control 
surfaces

Constant lift No No Yes Yes Yes

Deflections Initial Final Initial Final VIII IX

δ1

δ1

δ1

δ1

δ1

8.9798°

0.0°

0.0°

0.0°

0.0°

7.4047°

7.5882°

-0.6048°

-1.4860°

-7.25290°

4.4080°

4.4080°

4.4080°

4.4080°

4.4080°

4.125°

0.02°

1.68°

0.01°

-3.685°

17.912°

0.0868°

8.1637°

0.0434°

-16.002°

-2.8825°

-2.8825°

-2.8825°

-2.8825°

24.77°

2.8588°

2.8588°

2.8588°

2.8588°

0.0°

3.7402°

0.0°

0.0°

0.0°

-8.6295°

α

CD

ΔCD (counts)

ΔCD/CD (%)

0.71789°

0.00561

-8

-1.4

0.71789°

0.00770

+201

+35.3

3.1267°

0.00635

+66

+11.6

0.71789°

0.00651

+82

+14.4

2.1313°

0.00787

+218

+38.3

0.71789°

0.00554

-15

-2.6

Table 11: Comparative effectiveness of control surfaces.

Surface Aerodynamic derivatives Effectiveness for Optimal 
deflection

C’Mi C’Di

'
MiC '

DiC C’Li Pitch balance Drag reduction

Elevator 0.00546 -0.0002685 -0.011505 High Very High 7.4047° -1.466 × 10-6

Outer elevator 0.0015185 -0.0000565 -0.003525 Minimal Low 7.5882° -8.580 × 10-8

Inner flap 0.004075 -0.0000885 -0.009785 Medium Low -0.6048° -3.606 × 10-7

Middle flap 0.0087615 -0.00000650 -0.001796 Very high Minimal -1.4860° -5.695 × 10-8

Aileron 0.003297 0.0001135 -0.0049865 Low High -7.2529º 3.742 × 10-7

All 0.027545 -0.00321 -0.05320 High Small - -8.842 × 10-5

sense that pitch trim is obtained by increasing drag. This is confirmed from the drag coefficients in Table 4 for the AOA (26a), 
viz.:

( ) ( )1 1 1 2.8825º 0.00661,DVIII D VIII DC C Cδ +≡ = =                   (89a)

( ) ( )2 2 2 2.8825º 0.00587,DVIII D VIII DC C Cδ +≡ = =                   (89b)

( ) ( )3 3 3 2.8825º 0.00587,DVIII D VIII DC C Cδ +≡ = − =                 (89c)

( ) ( )5 5 5 24.727º 0.000008 24.7272 0.00856,DVIII D VIII DC C Cδ −≡ = + × =                         (89e)

which lead by (43a) and Table 2 to a total drag coefficient (90a):

0.00551,  0.00082,  / 0.144,DVIII DVIII DVIII D DVIII DC C C C C C= ∆ = − = ∆ =                            (90a-c)

corresponds to a large drag increase of 82 counts in (90b) or 14.4% in (90c), as shown in Table 12.

Allowing an AOA larger than the untrimmed value (26a), could lead to control surface deflections satisfying (84), and hence 
less control drag; this might overcome the extra drag due to increased angle of attack. Thus (85b) and (86b) are now solved for 
the control surface deflections δ±, without restriction on AOA, leading to:

,495.17287.37 VIIαδ −=−                    (91a)

.0510.47751.5 VIIαδ +=+                    (91b)
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For pitch trim without change of AOA VIII = 0.71789° in (26a), from (91a,b) would follow (88a,b). No deflection of the inner 
control surfaces would be needed for the AOA:

0 : 5.7751/ 4.0510 1.4256º ,δ α+ += = =                    (92a)

( ) 037.287 17.495 1.4256º 12.346º ;xδ α− + = − =                                (92b)

the positive aileron deflection would lead to a drag increase though. Instead, the strategy IX is adopted, of choosing the 
AOA so that no aileron deflection is needed:

0 :IXδ − =                            37.287 /17.495 2.1313º ;IXα = =                (93a)

the deflection of the inner surfaces is now positive:

( ) 5.7751 4.0510 2.1313 2.8588º ,IX IX xδ δ α+ +≡ = − + =                (93b)

ensuring a drag reduction due to control surfaces. To confirm this, the drag coefficients are calculated from Table 4 for 
the AOA (93a), and listed in Table 8 for the deflections δ  = ± 3°. Interpolating for the deflection δB+ in (93b), leads to the drag 
coefficients:

( )1 1 2.8588º 0.00723,DIX DC C= =                                   (94a)

( )2 2 2.8588º 0.00816,DIX DC C= =
      

            (94b)

( )3 3 2.8588º 0.00782,DIX DC C= =                    (94c)

( )4 4 2.8588º 0.00794,DIX DC C= =                     (94d)

( )5 5 0.0º 0.008685;DIX DC C= =                    (94e)

using (43a) and Table 3 leads to the total drag coefficients (95a):

0.00787,  0.00218,  / 0.383,DIX DIX DIX D DIX DC C C C C C= ∆ = − = ∆ =                       (95a,b,c)

corresponding to a drag increase of 218 counts (95b) or 38.3% in (95c).Comparison of strategy IX, with strategy VIII in the 
Table 10 or (90a,b,c) shows that the increase in drag due to a larger AOA, outweighed the drag decrease due to favourable 
deflection of control surfaces for pitch trim.

Selection of the most effective control surfaces
As a final strategy X, may be considered a further elaboration of strategies VIII-IX, as follows: (i) Of all control surfaces with 

negative drag slope C’Di < 0, which should have positive deflection for drag reduction, choose that with larger |CDi| = -C’Di drag 
benefit, or stronger pitching moment slope C’Mi > 0, or better combination of both specified by larger product-C’Di C’Mi; (ii) Of 
all control surfaces with positive drag slope C’Di > 0, which should have negative deflection for reduced drag, choose that with 
largest drag slope coefficient C’Di, or largest pitching moment coefficient C’Mi or largest product of the two C’Di C’Mi > 0. From 
Table 11 it follows that only the aileron is in class (iii) Of positive slope of the drag coefficient; the remaining four surfaces have 
negative drag slope, with the centerbody elevator having the second largest |C’D0|, and largest C’Mi and largest product |C’Di| 
CMi. Thus:

Table 12: Pitch trim strategies for lowest cruise drag.

Case Baseline Strategy II Strategy X

Concept Untrimmed cruise Deflection of elevator only Most effective control surfaces 
deflected

Deflections δ1

δ2

δ3

δ4

δ5

0.0°

0.0°

0.0°

0.0°

0.0°

10.367°

0.0°

0.0°

0.0°

0.0°

3.7402°

0.0°

0.0°

0.0°

-8.6295°

Cruise α

CD

ΔCD (counts)

ΔCD/ CD (%)

0.71789°

0.569

0

0

2.0727°

0.00551

-18

-3.2

0.71789°

0.00554

-15

-2.6
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;00 54321
−+ ≡=>===>≡ δδδδδδδ VIIIVIIIVIIIVIIIVII                   (96)

the centerbody elevator is given positive deflection, the aileron is given negative deflection, and all other surfaces are not 
deflected.

Using (81a, 47a) the condition of cruise lift equilibrium (46) for (96) is:

0.06177 0.086043 0.011505 0.0049805 ;VIIIα δ δ+ −= − −                (97a)

the corresponding condition of pitch trim, viz. CM = 0 in (49) is:

.003297.000546.002259.000819.0 −+ ++= δδαVIII                (97b)

Retaining the untrimmed value of AOA (21a) leads to:

0.011505 0.0049865 0,δ δ+ −+ =                    (98a)

0.011546 0.003297 0.00803.δ δ+ −+ = −                  (98b)

Solving this leads to the deflections

8.6295º 0 3.7402º.δ δ− +− = < < =                 (99a,b)

In the case of strategy X, keeping the untrimmed AOA, gives the favourable deflections to reduce drag due to control sur-
face deflection. Together with the low drag for small AOA, this looks promising for low cruise drag. To confirm this the drag 
coefficients are calculated from Table 5 for the deflections (96) and (99a,b), viz.:

( )1 1 3.7402º 0.00483,DX DC C= =                 (100a)

2,3,4 :i =  ( )0.0º 0.00569,DXi DiC C= =                (100b)

( ) 2
5 5 8.6295º 0.00478 0.00008 8.6295 0.00597;DX DC C= − = + × =              (100c)

using (43a) and Table 3 the corresponding total drag is (101a):

0.00554,  0.00015,  / 0.026,DX DX DX D DX DC C C C C C= ∆ = − = − ∆ = −           (101a-c)

which represents a drag reduction (101b) of 15 counts or 2.6% in (101c).

Discussion on the Effects of Pitch Trim and Constant Lift in Cruise Drag
The discussion of pitch trim in cruise starts from the remark that it is compatible with (10.1) drag reduction relative to 

the untrimmed condition. The favourable combination of pitch trim and drag reduction has been found both for optimal and 
non-optimal pitch trim strategies, both in cases of constant and non-constant lift (10.2).

Combining pitch trim with drag reduction 
It should not be too surprising that pitch trim can, in the right circumstances, reduce cruise drag. This is illustrated in Figure 

1a, which shows at the top a wing profile at AOA, with a stable pitch down moment. The projection perpendicular to the airflow 
1L  is roughly proportional to drag. In order to trim the ‘flying wing’ a pitch up moment is produced, by deflecting the elevator 

up in Figure 1b. This reduces the projection orthogonal to the free stream 12 LL < , leading to lower drag. This simple diagram 
suggests pitch trim can lead to a cruise drag reduction, for moderate upward deflection of trailing-edge control surfaces. The 
reality may be less simple than the illustration in Figure 1, and actually relates to the slopes of aerodynamic derivatives for 
control surfaces in Table 10. It is seen that the derivative of the drag coefficient with regard to control surface deflection is 
negative in all cases, except for the aileron when it is positive. Thus, the situation in Figure 1 of upward deflection leads to drag 
reduction for all control surfaces except the aileron. This difference may be due to wing twist or downwash variation along the 
wing span. In contrast, the derivative of the pitching moment is positive for all control surfaces. The preceding results show 
that moderate control surface deflections are enough to trim the aircraft if the untrimmed AOA is moderate. Thus, the trim 
strategy is to achieve lift balance at the smallest possible AOA, so that the nose down pitching moment is moderate, and can 
be countered by moderate upward deflection of trailing-edge control surfaces.

The possibility of cruise drag reduction by pitch trim was already evident in strategy II of elevator deflection upwards. Since 
this reduces lift, the trim AOA has to be increased relative to the untrimmed value, as shown is Table 9. The optimisation strat-
egy V with strategy II as initial condition ultimately suggests strategy X which achieves the lowest cruise drag with pitch trim in 
Table 10. The intermediate step was as shown in the strategy IX of minimization drag by deflecting upward by the same amount 
(i) All control surfaces with negative drag derivative and deflecting downward by the same amount (ii) All surfaces with positive 
drag derivative. The two collective deflections can be chosen to satisfy lift equilibrium and pitch trim. The strategy X is derived 
from strategies VIII-IX by choosing in each group (i) and (ii) the most effective control surface in terms of (a) Drag reduction, (b) 
Pitch trim or (a) combination of both. The ten strategies I to X are summarized in List 1; the two strategies which combine pitch 
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Table 13: Ranking of Desirable features of pitch trim strategies.

Strategy Concept
Cruise drag 
counts

(Lowest)

Angle-of-attack

(Lowest)

Central surface

Deflections

(lowest average of 
module)

Linear aero-
dynamics

(Lowest α and 
lowest δ)

Simplicity

I Equal deflections
766 (+97)

(7th)

1.8406°

(2nd)

1.7200°

(2nd)
6th 1st

II Deflection of elevator 
only

551 (-18)

(1st)

2.0727°

(3rd)

10.36°

(7th)
7th 2nd

III Preferential inboard 
surfaces with 7.5º limit

659 (+100)

(untrimmed)

(6th)

0.71789°

(1st)

8.9798°

(6th)
4th 7th

Optimal

Deflection

IV – good start 
561 (-8)

(untrimmed)

(3rd)

0.71789°

(1st)

-7.2529° to +7.4047°

(5th)
3rd 9th

V – bad start 
635 (+66)

(untrimmed)

(4th)

0.71789°

(1st)

-3.685° to + 4.125°

(3rd)
1st 10th

VI Equal lift contributions 
from each surface

1089 (+420)

(9th)

2.2794°

(5th)

2.7478° to 14.971°

(7th)
9th 6th

VII Multiples of optimal 
deflection

635 (+66)

(4th)

3.1267°

(6th)

-16.002° to + 17.912°

(9th)
10th 8th

Direction of 
deflection 
opposite to 
drag slope

VIII – constant AOA 651 (+82)

(5th)

0.71789°

(1st)

-2.8825° to + 24.727°

(10th)
5th 4th

IX – changed AOA 787 (+218)

(8th)

2.1313°

(4th)

0.0º to + 2.8588°

(1st)
8th 5th

X
Selection of most 
effective control surfaces

(1st)

554 (-15)

(2nd)

0.71789°

(1st)

-8.6295° to + 3.7402°

(4th) 2nd 3rd

trim and lift balance with the largest drag reduction are singled-out in Table 12. 

The Table 13 ranks the strategies according to the most desirable features, viz.: (i) Lowest cruise drag; (ii) Small-
est AOA; (iii) Smallest control deflections in the sense of smallest average of modulus of largest and smallest deflection 

( ) ;2/maxmin δδδ +≡  (iv) Linear aerodynamics works best for smallest AOA α and smallest mean deflection δ ; (v) Sim-
plicity of the computational algorithm, viz. least number of variables and least iterations. The strategy X has been shown to 
have five relative advantages: (i) It has the second lowest trimmed cruise drag of all eight strategies and twelve sub-strategies 
considered: (ii) The trimmed AOA is unchanged from the untrimmed value, and hence is the lowest and small; (iii) The pitching 
moment is thus small, and leads to moderate (5th smallest) control surface deflections; (iv) The small AOA and control surface 
deflections imply that linear aerodynamics can give reliable results (3rd best); (v) The strategy is easy to apply (3rd best). The 
other pitch trim strategies considered in Table 13 do not have one or more of these attributes.

Comparative effectiveness of eight pitch trim strategies
The reasons why strategy X is quite effective may be explained as follows: (i) The ailerons are the only control surfaces for 

which a positive deflection reduces drag; (ii) For the remaining control surfaces, a negative deflection reduces drag; (iii) Of the 
latter, the centerbody elevator provides the best combination of large pitching moment for trim and relatively large drag re-
duction; (iv) Positive deflection of the elevator and negative deflection of the aileron can balance each other for the effect on 
lift; (v) Thus the untrimmed AOA is unchanged by pitch trim, and there is no drag penalty; (vi) The unchanged drag due to AOA, 
and reduced drag to control surface deflection, yield a cruise drag reduction due to trim; (vii) The small AOA and moderate 
control surface deflections give confidence on the predictions of linear aerodynamics; (viii) This pitch trim strategy is simple to 
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Figure 1: It should not be too surprising that pitch trim can, in the right circumstances, reduce cruise drag. This is illustrated in Figure 
1a, which shows at the top a wing profile at AOA, with a stable pitch down moment. The projection perpendicular to the airflow is 
roughly proportional to drag. In order to trim the ‘flying wing’ a pitch up moment is produced, by deflecting the elevator up in Figure 
1b. This reduces the projection orthogonal to the free stream, leading to lower drag. This simple diagram suggests pitch trim can lead 
to a cruise drag reduction, for moderate upward deflection of trailing-edge control surfaces. The reality may be less simple than the 
illustration in Figure 1, and actually relates to the slopes of aerodynamic derivatives for control surfaces in Table 10. It is seen that 
the derivative of the drag coefficient with regard to control surface deflection is negative in all cases, except for the aileron when it 
is positive. Thus, the situation in Figure 1 of upward deflection leads to drag reduction for all control surfaces except the aileron. This 
difference may be due to wing twist or downwash variation along the wing span. In contrast, the derivative of the pitching moment is 
positive for all control surfaces. The preceding results show that moderate control surface deflections are enough to trim the aircraft if 
the untrimmed AOA is moderate. Thus, the trim strategy is to achieve lift balance at the smallest possible AOA, so that the nose down 
pitching moment is moderate, and can be countered by moderate upward deflection of trailing-edge control surfaces.

apply, since it involves only two control surface deflections, and no change in AOA.

The strategy II of deflection of centerbody elevator alone gave a slightly better cruise drag reduction due to trim (minus 18 
drag counts) than the strategy X of opposite deflection of the aileron also (minus 15 drag counts). However, strategy X allows 
an unchanged, hence small AOA of 0.7° whereas strategy II increases AOA by a factor of three to 2.1°. For this reason, strategy 
X is considered preferable. It is also possible to explain why other strategies are less successful or even unfavourable. For ex-
ample, the strategy I of equal deflection of all control surfaces, does not exploit the drag reduction due to the deflection of the 
ailerons opposite to the other control surfaces; thus it leads to high cruise drag due to trim. The same applies to strategy III, of 
preferential deflection of inner control surfaces, which do not use aileron deflection to reduce cruise drag and AOA. The meth-
ods which give intermediate results, like the early iterations, not fully converged, of the optimal strategies V, exhibit deflection 
of outer control surfaces opposite to inner control surfaces, but do not exploit them fully. It is clear from the present account 
that the choice of the best pitch trim strategy is guided by the aerodynamic derivatives of the particular aircraft configuration 
and the control surfaces available for pitch trim.

The preceding are examples of the qualitative explanation of the results obtained in Table 13 for each of the eight pitch trim 
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strategies in List 1, viz.: (i) The strategy I of equal deflection of all control surfaces, causes the ailerons to be deflected as the 
inner control surfaces, thus increasing drag and trimmed AOA; (ii) The strategy II of deflection of centerbody elevator alone, 
is effective at reducing cruise drag, but also reduces lift, and requires increased AOA for trim, with no AOA reduction provided 
by the undeflected aileron; (iii) The strategy III of preferential deflection of inner control surfaces, also does not deflect the 
ailerons, and thus leads to an increased AOA for trim, which dominates cruise drag; (iv) The optimal strategies IV and V evolve 
from any initial condition in the right direction, deflecting in opposition inner and outer control surfaces, but the convergence is 
slow, and a few iterations do not reach the best results; (v) The strategy VI of equal contribution to lift from all control surfaces, 
does not use the ailerons to reduce lift and trimmed AOA, and hence also increases cruise drag; (vi) The sub-optimal strategy 
VII of multiplying the optimal deflection by a constant, determined from cruise lift equilibrium, improves on strategy for the 
same number of iterations, because it accelerates convergence; (vii) The strategies VIII-IX of deflecting the ailerons opposite 
to all other inner control surfaces is correct, but is spoiled by poor lift balance of the single aileron versus all the other inner 
control surfaces leading to a large trimmed AOA and hence increase in cruise drag; (viii) The strategy X works out best because 
it deflects the ailerons in opposition to centerbody elevator alone, achieving lift equilibrium with unchanged small AOA, and 
requiring moderate control surface deflections each of which contributes to cruise drag reduction. Thus a discerning use of 
simple pitch trim strategies turns out to be more effective than brute force recourse to computationally complex and slow 
converging optimal procedures.

Conclusion
In a conventional aircraft configuration the elevator or all-flying tail is the only effective pitch control surface. The elevator 

must be large enough to provide adequate pitch control authority at low speed, when large deflections are possible. At high 
speed, when aerodynamic and/or aeroelastic effects may limit deflections, the higher dynamic pressure may compensate, 
and not be a “sizing” criterion requiring large area, with aerodynamic, aeroelastic, weight or actuator problems. In any case 
the compromise in elevator sizing is straightforward once the required pitching moment and possible lever arm are known. 
The BWB or FW configuration has the potential to provide pitch trim with several combinations of control surface deflections. 
There are simple choices with obvious consequences but it is not clear what is the best compromise, e.g.: (i) The strategy II of 
deflecting the centerbody elevator only can lead to a large deflection; (ii) Using all control surfaces with the same deflection 
(strategy I) or same lift (strategy VI) does not exploit the most effective controls; (iii) Deflecting preferentially the inner control 
surfaces with an aeroelastic limit (strategy III) may not be the best compromise among the preceding choices.

The optimization methods may or may not do better than the simpler non-optimal strategies depending on whether the 
drag has a single global minimum or several local minima. If there are several local minima convergence will occur to that clos-
est to the initial condition. The influence of the initial condition on the result of the optimization may not be obvious. It may 
be difficult to know if a local minimum is lower that neighbouring ones or is the global minimum. Also the optimization algo-
rithm may require data, like second-order control derivatives which is not accurate, leading to a possible dilemma: (i) Too few 
iterations do not converge closely enough to the optimum; (ii) Too many iterations accumulate too large an error around the 
optimum. It may also occur that the local minimum is outside the acceptable range of control deflections, and the optimum is 
not a local minimum but rather the best value on a boundary. Thus, optimal methods have strengths and weakness which may 
be different from simple methods and a combination of the two may be more effective than either of them.

A careful examination of control derivatives is essential to understand how an optimization procedure is going to work, or 
what are the consequences of a simple strategy. In the case of pitch trim for cruise the starting ideas seems to be to select the 
most effective control surfaces, in the sense of combining the largest possible pitching moment and drag reduction with small 
deflections; it is also important to achieve lift balance, so that it is not necessary to increase the AOA for trimming purposes. A 
larger AOA increases drag, may require a larger pitching moment, and thus works against having selected trim with  the “most 
effective” control surfaces; thus the most effective control surfaces should be chosen to (i) Provide pitching moment, (ii) Re-
duce drag and (iii) Balance lift. In the present example it was possible to achieve pitch trim while reducing drag relative to an 
untrimmed flight condition, also not changing AOA; the latter contributes to smaller control deflections, avoiding undesirable 
aeroelastic effects, and staying within the limits of linear or weakly non-linear aerodynamics and control methods.
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